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About This Game

Hyperborean Charter

Frost and snow envelop the Klondike region as the days grow shorter. A remote research base has requested your company's
services in delivering a care package to the base before a predicated snow storm hits the region. The travel to the Klondike was

uneventful and you were provided with supplies to aid in your journey. However, upon entering the wilderness, you lost all
contact with GPS and your company, leaving you blind, alone, and with only five days to deliver the package...

Gameplay

Without a map, the Klondike will be hard to navigate. Here are some tips to help:

Travel around the Klondike area in search of villages and the research base

Ask at villages for information about where in the Klondike you may find the research base

Find random events around the world to learn more about the happenings, gather resources, or find bandits

Goal

You were chosen to deliver resources to a base within five days. However, you most likely will not be able to make it far enough
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with the few supplies you currently have with you. Through trading at villages to finding random events, you will need to
interact with the citizens of the the Klondike region to both stay alive and locate the research base. Any village elder will be able

to give you information about where the research base may be. The local trader will be more than willing to take some of the
gold and pelts off your hands in exchange for some food or shelter. Throughout the world are random encounters, where the

player may find resources to stay alive, find journal entries detailing the lore of the game, or be set upon by bandits.
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hyperborean charter

I like this game. I would love to see more arcade-type and VR remakes of the classic arcade games. The visuals are way cool.
The concept of being "in" the game and being able to actually deliver that with VR is a welcomed experience. This is well worth
the $2. The experience is worth a lot more than the price.. 25 years since I last played it, and I still can't really work out how to
do the driving bit properly. And still a brilliant, fun game.. Its good, decent graphics, good gameplay, kinda wonky controls on
the planes, But its ok.. CRASHES A LOT!. One of the better if not best games out there for melee combat yet. It's not perfect,
but it's pretty good. Haven't really seen better anywhere else. Love the roman feel and setting. Cool enemy variety. Good
weapon variety. Active devs with regular content updates. Highly recommend!. Interesting storyline! Played with keyboard
cause I have no controllers, kinda hard but got used to it
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I am totally obsessed with this game!
The whole game is fast-paced, and the animations are funny. xD
You will easily spend few or more hours playing with others or your friend.
The stick figure is easy to control, but I find it difficult to handle close-combat. (My fault :P)
The graphics are simple and beautiful, thumbsup for the wide use of colours!
You do not need a supercomputer to run this game, it just runs smoothly even you have got a potato.
Currently I do not find any problems about the weapons, I might talk about them later.

Those are just my little thoughts on this game with 1-day playtime.
But honestly, it is worth the price if you want to play casually and I highly recommend you to try it out.
Hopefully I can do a deeper reflection for this game in the future. :)
Please let me know what improvement I can make for the review!
Sorry for my bad English. :P

Ratings
Graphics 5/5 (Cute!)
Control 4/5
Longevity 5/5
.
.
.

Let me go play some more Stick Fight now :D. This game is worth every cents. Greatest platformer I've played for a long time.
This game is even better if you have "Nice friends" to ♥♥♥♥ you up on ice levels. Really cheap for the fun we had.

9/10 - Really well executed platformer.
Must have.

Pros:
-A♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of levels.
-There is variety in the levels
-New gameplay elements/obstacles added on every "Act"
-Multiplayer makes you wish your friends were never born.
-Hard mode is harder than Darksouls.
-Bob looks like a ♥♥♥♥ing puffle from Club Penguin.
-My toaster can run it.
-Food.

Cons:
-No level editor (If there is a level editor I am not aware of let me know!)
-Difficulty progression is irregular between some levels.
-Where the ♥♥♥♥ is the sequel?

Bugs experienced:
-Other players clipping trough walls (less than 50 ping)
-Random black screen on multiplayer level transition (Music keeps playing but nothing happens). This game is really cute and
relaxing. The characters are really fluffy and adorable. The only thing I found that I wish was in the game was making new
worlds or more characters, maybe even letting people make their own characters.. This is not a good game. It has great voice
acting, and I like the art style (although it isn't for everyone). But the negatives outweigh the positives. Like a lot of other users,
I couldn't get it to display in full screen. Almost all of the characters have full voice overs, but there are only five characters
including the protagonist, and both voice actors are playing two characters each, a fact that really stands out with the little sister
character. There are so few CGs that they didn't bother with a proper gallery; the in-game interface is really bare-bones. Worst
of all, though, is the story.
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The story for Kokonoe Kokoro could have been lifted from any other visual novel and nothing would change. All of the
characters are monsters, but the only time that actually matters is in the endings; until that point you could replace the characters
with anything and it would be the same, cookie-cutter, mass-produced Girl Next Door plot. Your bland protagonist is an
unlikable pervert who spends the whole first chapter gawking at his childhood friend. I can only assume this started recently,
because if I was her I would have ditched him years ago. He's terrible! And when he's not having inner monologues about the
shape of her breasts or how he wants to spank her butt (really), he's dismissive of everything she says. Why couldn't Shounen
Best Friend be the protagonist? Let me play as him!

I was looking forward to this because it looked weird. It turned out to be more of the same.. Satazius is a side scrolling shmup in
the style of Gradius and R-Type. So it has a level design unlike most shmups these days. The weapon system where you have a
your primary weapon and two secondary weapons. The secondary weapons you can switch during the game. You shoot both the
primary and the secondary weapon at the same time. So you got quite some fire power. But the game is designed around it. You
also got a special weapon that you need to charge. And you can collect upgrades for your weapons. The controls are good and
there is controller support. The artstyle looks good although it's a bit generic. One thing I didn't like is that the game has a very
low resolution. But you can play it full screen or windowed. The music also doesn't do it for me. But if you are looking for a
shmup Satazius is a great pick.. fairly standard rpg in that you can be a caster or a hunter with range weapons, and a hack and
slash guy. the quest are fun and it is adictive, the monsters look good also, has a weird areana fighting quest to do that are not
really worth doing but still overall a good game.. Love how all the bad reviews are "It's HARD!" followed by some literal on
screen tears.

This is what games were like back in the day. No aim assist bullcrap. Not super long, so they made it harder to get through. This
game is amazing, the controls are just fine, it's totally beatable. Don't listen to the people who suck at old games, this is a gem,
and very worth your time and money.. Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!. I really love the game. It's like an
RPG in the way you have dialogue choices. There is almost nothing else but talking but...I dig it.

Basically, the game is you are Death (one of, not the) and you are assigned to go and take a life at a party. You are assured that it
does not matter who you kill but you can talk to them and rind more about each person and the situation they are in, as well as
the world. You can base your decisions off that or just pick at random. What they didn't tell you is that your conversations can
influence what the survivors do afterwards.

As a result your actions DO have consequences. After you could make the situation in the world worse or improve it based on
what you do and who you kill. You get a little wrap up on your impact after you finish your mission in the form of newspaper
headlines.

The game does not take long to play so you can try out different things and see the results. I believe this to be a really neat idea.
The game is dirt cheap and it offers an interesting idea. It may not hold your attention for long, but I think it's worth playing..
shte se samoybiq

New Events and Bug Fixes:
Hyperborean Charter v1.1 is out with new content to explore! The village is a bit more lively, a few events were updated, and
three new events were added to the game.

Additionally, there were small bug fixes.

More exciting content will come soon!

Change Log

New Content

 Village touch up
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 Three new events

 Berry bushes give more food

Bug Fixes

 Can now track number of days on calendar

 Can now lose if run out of days

 Updated branch button to have correct bounds

 Bandits can now steal more than just fur
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